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About This Game

From Tripwire Interactive, makers of Red Orchestra and Killing Floor franchises, comes a multi-chapter, story-driven
adventure made specifically for VR. Explore this detailed and immersive world alone or with a partner while fighting for your

life with pistols, shotguns, axes, and even the occasional leftover limb. Travel through diverse environments, from creepy
farmhouses to mysterious catacombs, in order to uncover who or what is behind the Zed menace. Discover what the Horzine

Corporation is really up to and be careful who you trust.

When it’s all over, invite a friend to go back with you and see if you can pull them through alive. Good luck!

Key Features

Co-Op Play: When the going gets tough, bring a friend! Play co-op with a friend in both Story and Holdout modes.

Narrative Campaign: Play through the five-stage, fully voiced story campaign to uncover the secrets behind Horzine and
their relationship with the Zeds.

Holdout - Endless Game Mode: See how long you can last against the Zeds in this endless mode! Increasingly tough
groups of Zeds are thrown at you until you finally succumb. A new weapon, special power ups, and other mechanics are
available in this mode.

Visceral Gore: The Zeds you attack don’t just die; they get decapitated and dismembered as heads and limbs go flying,
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all covered in blood. You can even pick up these Zed bits and use them as weapons!

Immersive Environments: Five different environments to explore, from high tech virtual training facilities to dilapidated
trailer parks, each with its own threats and story.

A Variety of Weapons: Chop, slash, shoot, and blast your way through hordes of Zeds with weapons ranging from fire
axes to sniper rifles. Each level introduces new options for violence.

Terrifying Zeds: Some Zeds stumble, some crawl, some sprint, and some shoot at you with plasma cannons! Each Zed
has its own tactics, strengths, and weaknesses that you must learn if you want to survive.
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Title: Killing Floor: Incursion
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 or newer

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960 / AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

English,German,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Just recently bought the game on sale and I have to say imo it's also worth the full price! Entertaining story mode, survival mode
for solo and Coop, a great tutorial and all in all a well crafted VR experience! Killing Floor 2 players will enjoy this one a lot!.
This game is absolutely amazing. Sure, it doesn't have Killing Floor gamemode, but besides that everything is just as fun as you
would expect a Killing Floor VR game to be. The campaign is interesting and quite fun.. This game doesn't even have the classic
KILLING FLOOR gamemode. Just a boring campaign, small *very* small maps for their cheap "holdout" game where you are
overwhelmed too damn quickly, and 90% of the weapons even in KF2 aren't even there.
Add that classic game mode, the class system, more weapons\/weapons shop, (for the survival mode) just MORE WEAPONS
and for gun nerds like me a manual reload system and THEN will this game be a f*ckin' hit.
You'd make so much more money if you did this.. I love Killing Floor and I was really excited to try this, but its just not fun. I
couldn't get into the story mode after 30mins so its time for a refund. Pretty fun but unfortunately needed a few things to
generate a decent player base that the game never received. Despite not being as good as it could have been, this is still worth
picking up and you can even bring a friend.

+ Tripwire finally gave us official objective mode - Something we've asked for since KF1's objective maps
+ VR support for this series is something i've literally had dreams about

- The ending was a tease and the game ended short of one important boss fight
- Holdout maps are too small
- No workshop support
- Removal of shopping phase
- Some weapons missing
- Bloat and Siren missing
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